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i^pyoaeination itiioh mni f$tv«a ty s n^qpmim (l^) of BoKxuitein 
typo opoimtoss* 
Our sain aiin ia to rolato tbo stroothnoBR of the fmetimi 
f biiag appveiiBatoa wi^ ^m smto of doexoMO of g f «• \ ( f ) | | i 
H dloooM this In ^10 sotting of diroot tlitoroBB» Sxswmm 
iditmrwm mud mmtma^itm* 
fho pvoBont Alas«rt«kion ooaoloto of foor OhaptoM* 
ClMpt«r I iM IntroaMtory* ilileli aontAlm • \mii&t ytiiwi 
of folovorit rooolto irtii^ li«fo fliroet or laAlroet mXcUMw i l 
Hit oiibottiitnt olMiytioni* SOBO iHTInltlooo ooaoomiiiff ^fmn^mmt 
t 11 t 
«f tmotimm tar li«nuit«lii<4[aBliOTOTltcai tgrp* op«r«tflrs« 
caMptir ZXZ 6i§tCUs with ^M 0«tiratloA of fi(ir!»it«liip-^t«tto» 
xovlteli tsnni op«ra:lf3Qn!* 
duster If SM Smot^d to tht etia^ of i^ roi!* l2iv«re« tli«fxr«ai 
trls* lnvii?ee thiorti» fbr Basnsttln operatoxst laoaiflad Btvnit«lxi 
opai^atorif cc^Mnatlons of a cXmn of exponential typtt operators 
ma a Olotiiil ija:nm9 tlieoreB foir tiie eostblnatioiie of Banurteln 
operatoxe* 
foif&ras tue end we have given « oos^Xete tslbllogre l^Qr of 
the piMloetlone to whieh referenf^ee luKve tieen tm^ In tlie 
eoateBte of tlie dlsaertatlo&t 
I l i t I 
swmm mm 
Mm WtiMffni 9 mi t * Zf « i s a posltlim fmetlim of 
of A Tarlflkblot f^ ULoh tandB to gUrm Xiolty «t «li«U vritt 
f «•(«)• If ^^-0 
nitA 
f »0(g}« If |f| < leg* 
3h partleuXmTi 
f w o(t) mmm tliat f «* o 
f •• 0(1) vmmm tliasi t SM tTomflod* 
c[o»1] 
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Shi spaco of a l l real fmntlons AofInoA anA 
ooatlnaoiiBlj AiffirmtiiltXo «i [o»1]« 
Ste oXaM of roal. valutA abioludoly eontlttvow 
tvBUitimm on [0,1 ]« 
Sbo olaos of tmotimm of boindM Tavittllfln on 
fho Uiioiir spaeo of roa3«»v«liiH X^ »OBgao latotfrabXi 
fmotloao with t ^ woo]. ]^ ««ionii« 
Ao «9«B0 of roa>ifoliioa p ^ 9«««r Intograiblo 
ftaiotioBO OB [Ofl] f wllOi n • ly ^ui «i«i l 
CHAPTER I 
gRELIKINiRIBg 
I . 1 . Ig!ERODITC?TIOiy« Iti approxlnation theoiy of rea l function, 
one of the most loipoxtant theorems i s the well known theorem of 
Welerstrass* I t s tates that every continuous function on a com-
pact interval , f t [o,1] -• R, is the l imit of the sequence of 
polynomials uniformly converging towards th is function. One of 
the most elegant proofs of the Veierstrass Zheorem was given by 
Bernstein [7] in 1912, i t i s hased iipon a consideration drawn 
from probability theory* In the proof a sequence of polynomials 
i s constructed, now bearing his name, which depend on the function 
to be approximated and i f the i r order increases inf in i te ly they 
tend uniformly to that function* This fact amplified and enriched 
the researches in th i s domain with new and inportant results* 
Later on, notable contributions concerning the convergence 
of some sequences of l inear operators and a general theory of 
l inear positive operators developed by Popoviciu, Kantorovitch, 
Bohman, Eorovkin, Baskakov, Schurer, Sikkema, Yafi and others* 
This theory has recently led to numerous resul ts in th is domain* 
t 2 t 
Serttral ozasples of linear positive operators were constructed* 
problems of convergence and iiany other Interesting properties being 
studied In connection with these operators. In this dissertation 
we cite some operators to which we are going to refer later namely { 
Bernstein, Eantorovltch, Baslcakov, Szasz-ilrak: jan, Schitter, Stancu, 
lfe.fl and others • 
A large number of linear positive operators studied so far 
constitute generalizations of the Bernstein operators, conceived 
under diverse forms* Among these, many contain parameters which, 
i f veplaceA by sero, reduced to the Bernstein operators or Kanto-
rovltch operators, for example, Stancu ([45] } , Cheney and Sharma 
[HJ, »&fi and Khatoon [51] etc. 
In this disseifcation we shall give a survey of some recent 
researches in the part of the doualn of the classical approximation 
theory and deal with ease, algebraic In a way, of construction of 
linear positive operators that generalizes the Bernstein operators, 
on the space of real function deilned on Use iiKee •€ BMd. f i i i t iew 
defined and continuous on [o,1 ] • We shall also study the conver-
gence and other properties of these operators. 
Ih the sequel, presenting definitions and notations that are 
involved in the present work, the author proposes to give a brief 
t 5 t 
3^1800 Of th t hltlUKrtp obtained reanltfi against the bael^^r^aad 9f 
fAilch the problems studied In the present dissertation suggested 
themselves* 
1 ,2* I^:^ear positive operatorsi 
]bi 1955 Korovkln ([25], [24]) Introdured the concept of 
•Tiinear pos.ltlve operators• in appJXJxlMatlon theory, altliough the 
corresponding idea already occurred In 1952 in a paper of Bohman [8] 
Definition (1«2.1)i I«t D be a set (not neeesBari2y bounded) 
of points on the rea l »-axis and l e t V be the aet of a l l real 
finite-valued functions defined on D. If 3> i s closed Interval 
[a#b] (- »• < a < b < «•) we denote by C[a,b"|» the set of a l l real 
functions defined and continuous on D. 
liet I be an operator vfhich raaps each eleroent fix) 6 V in 
a set W of real functions defined and finite-valued on a set 5 
of the rea l X-OJCIB. fhen we write I. i T -• W. If the operator J, 
maps on element f(x) 6 T into an element g(x) 6 V we denote 
th is ^vith g(x) . I f « I(f f x) « 2i(f(t)f x ) , X e B. 
If i i s an operator, Ii i V •• W such that g(x) • Lf >, o 
on S, vi^enever f (x) 0 T has the property that f (x) >. o on D, 
L i s called PfffJllfA f^ 0fftffi1?g* 
I 4 t 
1 • 3# Bacamples of linear poaitiv oDeratorsi 
Her* we list some linear positive operators which recently 
have been subjected to reaearoht 
!• Bernstein type operators 
(1 •3<,'\) Bernstein operatorst 
For a function f in C[o,1], the Bernstein pol^nopiial 
of f of decree n is defined by 
n 
B^(f ! ^) « ^ i ^  ( I > Pn,k<^ >' 
k«o 
where 
i s a binoaiial distribution. 
The operators Bj^ (f j x) i s a positive linear operator from 
C[o,1] into C[o,1] i . e . i f i? >. 0 on [o,1] iinplies Bj^(f|x) >^  o 
o» [©•'*]» since the functions p^ ^ j^(x) are linear positive in this 
interval. Furth«r» i t possesses a property nMoh plays a very 
ii^extant role in ^proziBiatioh theoryt i t i s inonoton«» i . e . t i f 
f(x) i s nononegative on [o^l] i t s inage B f^ i s also non»negativ«. 
t 5 I 
It la l inear function Ue» i f f(x) i s l inear then f(x) « \ ( ^ ) » 
I t ia variation dimiiiifihiag also* This means that i f 7(P) denotes 
the nuKtber of changes of sign in [o,1] of a function P(x), then 
vi\) < V(f). 
tfeing las t two properties, we conclude that i f F(x) « B (x), 
then 
v(F(x) - A - B(x)) i 7(f(x) - A • B(x)) 
fcjT arbi trary reals A and B. 93iis inequality i s the source of 
the shape preserving properties of the Bernstein polynomials wdiich 
were f i r s t discussed by Popoviciu [32] • These properties of 
Bernstein operators are shared with other operators considered 
in the approximation theory. 
(1.3.2) Baskata>v operators» 
Th» operators I^ t r [o , ••] •• c[0, "^, of Baskakov are 
defined by 
2^(f(t) 5 X) - (Ux)"* L ( *"^^-^)( ^ )J^  f( I ) 
k*'0 
(n • 1,2,3, ) 
I 6 t 
(1«?*3) Sgaag - MrcOclan operatorat 
Ttie operators 
Sjj I C[o, «^ - 0[o, «] 
are defined by 
S^(f ( t ) I X) » e Z i g l . f ( I ) 
(n « 1 t 2 f * . * . » ) 
are l inear positive operators, 
(1«3«4) i^eyer »- K^nig and Zeller operators! 
She operators I^ » C[o,1] -• C[o,1], of Ifeyer-ltonig and 
Zeller are defined by 
2^(f(t) ; x) « E ( ; ) (1«x) s f( igf ) 
(n - 1.2, ) 
Replacing (l-n)/l-»-1 by (l«n)/l and perfomslng the Bubetl-
tutlon 1 m n+k Ctoeney and Sharna [14] obtained in 1964 the 
following 
J 7 I 
(1»3»5) Chgney-Sharim operatorai 
Ihe operators i^t C[o,1] -• C[o,l] defined \>y 
(n«1,2 ) 
In spit© of the Blight modification these operators IL are 
e t i l l called operators of tSeyer-KmiQ and Zellor, Th^ r l^ht hand 
Ejsn:"bers of (1.3.5) are called Bernstein power oeriea. 
(1«3#6) Sohiirer operators! 
In 1962 Schurer [H] introdiioed the operators 
Sjipi ([o, 1 4. | ] - C[o,1] defined "by 
wiiere \^y,U) « ( ^^) x*^(1-x)^*^^ I P i s a non negative integer, 
2h case p « o» we haTe Bernstein operator (1*3*1). 
O*?.?) Stanctt operators! 
Por a function f » f(x) defined on [o,1] Stancu [45] 
t 8 t 
Introductd a positive llaear operator 
p[«l (f (t) I K) - Pn""^  (f I x) 
n 
£^^  Vlc(^ J a) f ( I ) . 
based on the Po3ya distribution 
TT (3C + T i a ) ^ (1-X4.>Lxa) 
tk \ iStBO >\aO 
W^^j, (^ I « ) - C 3fe > ^^^ 
XT 0 +/Ac) 
A">0 
with I w- .^(x } a) » If 
a being a non negative parameter. 
Since Bernstein polynomials are not suitable for approximation 
to discontinuous functions of general type* EoweTer, replacing 
f( • ) in the Bernstein polynosdals by sons other expression, fbr 
instance by an integral mean of f (x) orer a sinall interval around 
I 9 t 
tfa» point r • ^* ''o^ obtain a better result* In order to treat 
the integrable fimctions, Kantorovltch [22] in 1930 (see also 
lorenta [26]) suggested the following modification* 
(1 •J.a) jLaatorovltch operatorst 
To each Lebesgue integrable function a linear positive 
operator defined by 
K^(f 5 x) « (n .^1) Z f tit) dt p^ J s ) , 
where p^ ^ jj. i s as defined in (1»3.1). 




P(x) « / f (t) dtf then Kj..^  f » ( ] ^ P)'' and therefore approxiawk-
 
tion by Kantorovitch operators in L|-norin i s in fact equivalent to 
approxlEmtion by Bernstein operators in BY m BT [o, l ] (sipace of 
functions of bounded variation on [o«1])« 
(1.3.9) Modified Kantorovitch type operatorsi 
Wafi [30] developed a corresponding ssethod for ^proxisiation 
of Lebesguit Integrable funetione with respeet to Ii|-aorm» in the same 
t 10 t 
way as Kantoro7itch operators ars constructed from Bernstein 
operators for Schtirer operators (1,3.6> S and defined the 
operators fj^ pi ([o,t + f ] -* C[o,1] by 
n+p ^*^-^^ 




(1.3«10) Modified Stanon operatorsi 
Recently, Wafi et al.[51] applied the Kantorovitch method-
logy for approxication of letesgue integrable functions in 1,-nonB 
for Stancu operators (t,3«7) and defined the operators 
W^^t c[o, l ] •* c[o,1] as 
^^ht f i ) - (n+1) I ( / ^ f ( t ) dt) w„ ^U I a) 
n5r 
^ere 
« lB-1 »"^"^ a-1 
"mk^* I a) - ( k ) J t o U + ^ a ) T r ( |^+Ma) /Tr (UAa) 
t 11 t 
Zf a • 0, tlitn th« operators (1 • 3.10) reduces to Kantorovlteh 
opera'lsor (1«3»8)» 
1,4* Approxigaation Problemi 
!Che theory of approxiioatlon of functions Is an es:trei7«ly 
versat i le and rarlegated one. In approxlnatlon theory we study 
the re la t ion between a given function and I t s sinoothed version* 
The problem of approximation of functions by polynomials can be 
described In the following wayi 
3iet Cp be a se t of functions defined on A« If f Is a 
function on a space A. Can one find a l inear combination. 
(1,4.1) P a a^ f)^  + a2()2 * ••• •»• a^p^ # where P^ B &) and aj_ 
are reals« which Is olJOaQ to f ? 
GenereuLly tvx> prcblerrs arise* 
i ) Ifow to select (J) ? 
11) How we measure the deviation of P from f ? 
We tti-e mostly conceraed with the second question I . e . for 
approxlnatliig f(x) to a polynomial P(x) ; actually we have to 
show that how much P(x) is closed to f(x) i . e . if (x) -PCX)! J( 6* 
I 12 I 
tor a l l z, vhvcB 6 characterise the closeness of F(X) with 
f (x) ? thereforeV the neasure of approximation is the quantity 
(?) m max )f(x) « P(x)| nMoh is called the distance between 
P(x) and f (x ) , or deriatlon of f(x) from P(x). 
2)efiiiition ( l . ^ t l ) ! (Approximation). Let X he a Banach space of 
continnous functions on [a^h] with the norm ]} « i) defined by 
| | f jj» em | f ( x ) | . 
xejaybl 
Let c|^  be a subset of X* An element f of X i s called 
approximable by linear combination* 
P « a^ i> + . . . + ajj^i » 
where a^ i^  6 0» and a^ are reals^ i f for each 6 > o, there i s 
polynomial P» such that 
II f - P II < 0 . 
Definition (1.4.2)i (Degree of approximation)! Imt Cp m {^^] 
be a sequence of functions. Then 
\ it) m y f ) . inf II f - (a,^ ^ -^  ••• + S U II • 
I 15 I 
. inf II f - P II , 
^^•r« P is an defined in (1.4«0t is called the nth degree of 
approximation of f by the sequence ^^ 
Definition (1.4«?) (Best approximation)! If the infimun in 
(1*4*2) is attained for some Pf then P is called a linear 
eoidbination of best approximation or polynomial of heat approximation 
Remarka (i)i If the P are cJ^ehredc polynomials of a giren 
degreet then n in (1*4*2) will refer to the degree of the poly-
nomials rather than to the number of functions ^^^ 
(ii)i \i^) is ^Iso called the error in approximating f 
by the polynomial P« 
insivering the fundaawntal question of approximation of func-
tions by polynoBials in the affIrmatiTe* Veierstrass [52] has shonn 
the possibility of representation of any continuous function 
subjected to the chosen algebraic polynomial P(x)« fe can fomtlate 
his result ast 
Theorem (1.1)t Bach continuous real function f on [a»b] is 
approximable by algebraic polynomials, that iMp for each 8 > e, 
there is a polynomial defined by P,|(x) • Z\ J^9 (sj^  are real-
I i4 t 
eoafflaieats) and a& Integer If •• lf<6H such th s t 
I f (x) • Pjj(x) I < e t 
for a l l n > U and a jC x £ b holdfl tmlfomOy for a l l values of 
X in [att>] • 
1.5. Glaaaes of itoictionat 
la this section we l i s t several classes of functions» vihich 
will be constantly used l a t e r . 
Definition (1«5*1)t TbB divided difference operators ^ t (ffx) 
i s defined for t > o by 
A (f I x) « f(x-»>h) * fix) • 
also called first difference with step t* 
Modulus of continuity W(f i h) pliors an important role in 
connection with the estimation of the degree of apianximation of 
a function f by algebraic polynomials. 
Definition (1«5*2) (Modulus of continuity)! To measure the 
continuity of a fimetion t B C[atb] we define a function 
t t5 I 
Witt h) ^wih) m tnxp It At I x)tt, 
o<t<h 
8iq> |f(x+t) - f (x)U j t l ih 
max |f<x+t) - f ( x ) | . 
Ihle function w(h) i s called the modulus of continuity of f 
defined for o <. li <, 11 where 1 « h-^* 
SPhe modulus of continuity has the following fundamental 
propertiest 
(a) w(h) • •0 as h -• o , 
(b) w(h) >. 0 and non-decreasing » 
(c) w i s subadditiYet 
w(h^ + hg) 1 w(h^) + wChg) » 
(d) w(h) i s continuous* 
Conditions (a), (b) and (c) are also sufficient for a given function 
^(h) f 0 £ h <. b-a to be the mddulus of continuity of some function 
f e C[a»b] • Also trom subadditlTlty of w(h) i t follows that 
w(h^ + ••• + \ ) i w(h^) • ••• + '^ ( \ ) 
I U t 
fhorefbrei for h « l L f « l i 2 * * « . « a l i L w« haT« 
(•) w(nli) <. tt m{h)* 
Por any noa-Integral fiactor t >, o, 
(f) w( /^  h) £ ( A * 1) w(li). 
If n i s any integer such that 
n <. A < fyi\^ 
then 
w(/lh) < w(n+1)h) i (n+1) w(h) < U 4-1) w(h). 
If 
w(h) 
— - • 0 as h •• 0 f 
li 
then t i s constant* 
Bafinitlon (1 .5*3) (Lipsehlt* condition)! k function f e C[a,b] 
i s said to satisfy a LlpsehitB condition trith constsuit K and 
eicponent 6^  or tMlonging to the class Llpj^  t^iL^t^loii.^ ^^ 
| f (xO -dr(x)| i M|x^- x|«, X, x^e [a,b] * 
or in other words 
w(f I h) i lb*. 
I f? I 
|»^initioii (1«5«4)t If 0 < « 1 2, w« dtfln© th© elasfl Mp («,») 
a0 the collaotlon of a l l fmctloas f Q C[a«1>] such that 
w^ Cf f t ) i 2K t«, 
Ilp*a denoting the union of a l l Mp (a,lO or«r a l l M»S« For 
# 
0 < a < "t t the classes Ijlp a and Mp a are the sane. 
a!here are constants 1^ » i^ and M^ depending on at such 
that 
Mp(o,M,) c Mp*(a,l/^) cMp(ofl i^) . 
vhen a a If the class Mp t Is properly contained In IdP **• 
^yiT^ -^^ foil (1.5,5)i fhB class Mp M consists of a l l functions 
f on [a»b] that hare the following property! 
or w(f > h) 1 M h, 
for | f ( y | f . . . t y , ) - f ^ , » » . » X g ) | Jt Mh, 
Bflitn41i^ ?T^ 0«5«6) (Qiwsl-Binoo'^ function)! A function f ec[a»^l 
le said to he quesl-eoooth If It satisf ies either* 
WjCf t h) « 0(h) , 
« 18 s 
or 
. . |ir(x+h) • f (x-h) •££(x)| <Uhth>Ot 
l . e , 
f(z) e Zf vdiere Z is called tlw Zygmund claae. 
f^ ffTffif^  (^ )< ^ ^ functions of the class Mp 1 are qiiasi'^snooth 
but the converse is not true* 
(li}t from the above remark we deduce that erery class 
Up 1 is also a class Z» hut not conversely* 
(1*5*7) Sgajnplest 
(a) She function* 
f 
X l o g j x | f X |i( 0 
g(x) 
X # 0 
is quasi-floooth on [-It -fl] but i t is not of class lip 1, because 
g (x) m log (x) >1 is not bounded in [-1, -fl] • 
(b) She function Sin x l o g |Sin x| 8 Z, but does not 
belong to the class £ip 1 • 
(e) The class Zdp 1 is coanonly referred to as the 
class of quasi"«eoooth functions t also called Zygssmd clase* 
J 19 f 
(d) %eh fiaictlon g v^ileh la (|ua0i<-«iDOOth on [o,1] and 
odd on [-1, -fljf Is qtia8i'«ixcth on tho larger intorral* 
(1.S^S) Functions of bonndod yariationi 
(1) Sefinitiont It [At'b] i s a f inite interral« thon a 
set of points 
satisfying th© inequalities a. * K^ < x^ < ••• < Xj^ »i< ^^ * ^ 
i s called a partition of [att)]. The interval [*jg»«(» *jj i s 
called the kth subinterval of P and we write ^^y^" ^ *fc-1» 
so that Z ^Xv. • b*a« She collection of a l l possible partitions 
k«1 ^ 
of [afb] will be denoted by |P[a,b] • 
( i i ) ])sfinitiont Let f be defined on [a»b], If 
P • {aK©* «1»»»»t «jj} i s a partition of [a ,b] , write 
^ ' k * '^^^ "'(^Ic-i)* k M l t 2 , « . . t n . If there exists a positive 
number M such that 
Z I ^ f J < K 
»r all partitions of [atb]» then f is said to be of bounded 
variation on [apb] • 
I i^ O \ 
1,6, OydM? of Sattaratiom 
9HLO nest izcportant and recent concept of approximation theory 
i s 'RatxirationS ^a^ of the oXafislcal approximation procedures 
suoH as Pourier ser ies , ifQ^er and JaeJoBon means and the Bernstein 
po3,ynoiElalo hiave property that ra te at which t h ^ converge i s 
dependent on the scjoothness of the fimction "being approximated. 
FurcherEore, I t often happens that there exists an »optimal* order 
of approximation in the sense that a better ra te of approximation 
can not be achieved by increasing the sMioothness of the function* 
Ihen this occurs we say the approximation procedure is saturated 
and the saturation class i s the collection of a l l funetioiM op t i -
mally approximated by the procedure. 
She concept of sattiratlon class was f i r s t introduced into 
approximation theory by J . Havard in 1949 ([19], [20]). 
Definition (1.6.1) (Saturation) i Ziet f(x) be an integrable 
fisictlon in (««>«) and periodic with period 2K and le t i t s 
Pouri^r series be 
1 "* 
S(f) « ^ a^ -^  £ (ajg cos kx •!> b^ sin kx) 
- 2 KM 
k-o ^ 
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Xet UB consider the family of linear operators 
- (n) 
L^  (f f x) « £ g KM 9 
3sx> i : 
wbBxe g » k » 0 9 l t 2 » * « . t ( 6 * « / 
k 0 
are eiuDina-uing functions. 
If there i s a positive non-increasing ftinction (^%) and a 
constant K of l ec t ions such that 
{I f(x) - \(f t 5c)|j « 0 ipU)) 
If and only i f f (x) i s constant, 
II tix) - y f t x) | l -0 ipix)) 
i f and only f (x) belongs to class k} then i t i s ssdd to he that 
their method of approximation i s satiirated with the order ^(x) 
and the class K* She function ^ is then called an optimal 
degree of appBroximation. 
By the ahore definition faTard proposed to determine tSie 
order and elass of saturation for •arious somaation metaiods* Since 
than a lot of notaible contributions to the solution of stuih problems 
t k£ t 
hav'e "oecn umAe and the? pro'bldn was also extendad to laort gfitimaX 
approximation processes by Butaer ([IQJ, [11] t C12])« SunoucM 
[4<>]» de leouvf [25] • Iior«nts [28] azid othors* 
(1.6.2) fe#rpl^at 
fn© Btejtr operators (see Alexits [t] and Zarcanski [55] )f 
^ (f, z) « -2 ^ , 
" n-t-1 
1 ^ Sin n (:^> 2 
/ f ( t ) ( - s ^ ) dt, 
are saturated with order (n" ) and saturation class 
ai^n) ^ f I f ft Mp 1 
On tlM other hands the Fourier sums a^it) are not saturated 
booanse they hare no optimal order of t^prozlnatlon. 
AFmoximsiicfs OF ymrcrioys BY BgarsgKm. 
KASIOROYIIQH T M OPa^TORa. 
2,1 • Ap^xlaation by Bernetgjn operatorsi 
It is well knoim fact that Bernstein operators based upon a 
binoisial distribution approximate continuotis ftmction defined on a 
closed interval of the real l ine. In this section we study s«)proxi-
mation properties of Bernstein type operators for continuous func-
tions defined on [o ,1] . fe f irs t recall the celebrated Veierstrase 
approzioiation theorem which reads as follows! 
Theorem ( 2 J ) i If f 6 C[a,b] (-« < a < b < - ) then there 
exists to every e > o a polynomial P(x) (depending on f (x) 
and 6) such that 
II f (x) - P(x) II < e . 
Prom the large number of proofs now arailable for the 
WeieretraBS first approximation theorem the most convenient is the 
one that depends on another equally iiqportant theorem in analysis, 
i.e*» one of the Bemetein theorems. Bernstein [5] in 1912 aase-
oiAtei with the operators (1.3.1) and proved the fbllewingt 
t 24 t 
Itoayffi (2,2}s for a function f(x) botmded on [o»1] th« 
relation 
holds at each point of continuity x of f} and tl)« relation 
(2•I.I) holdii uniformly on [o,1] If f(x) i s continuous on this 
InterTal* 
Ve notice tliat Veierstrass theorem directly follo\m3 from 
Bernstein's theorem, i f the segment [a»b] coincides with segment 
[0,1 j« Ve obsorve, however, that the Bernstein's theorem is more 
produetire than the Wei^rstrass in this case, as i t proyides a 
seqiiHice of well defined polynomials, while the feierstrass theorem 
only estahlishes the existence of such a sequence of approximation, 
without stating any thing in regard to i t s construction* 
a i t lmte of the order of approximation (2.1«2)t 
In this section we are concerned with the estimates of the 
order of approximation of a function f 6 C[o,1] by Bernstein 
operators (1.3.1)* It may be siaply described by moans of the 
modulus of continuity (1«5*2}. 
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p^90T9m (2,3) (PopoTlolu [39] )i If t(x) i s eontlimotis and 
w(6) the modultis of continuity of f(x) , then 
c -1/2 
|B^(f I x) ~ f (x ) | i | w ( f f n ) 
where w(5) i s the uniform zooduluB of continuity of f defined 
w^(h) » max { | f (x) - f (y) | i x,y 6 ^f1 |^ |x-y | < i i } 
4 
For f 6 C [o»l]» the space of a l l real functions f defined 
and continuoisly differentiable on [o , l ] j the following theorem ia 
a refinement of Theorem (2,3) due to Lorenta [17]« 
Theorem (2*4)i If w^(6) i s the modulus of continuity of f (x) 
and f e e [o,1] then, 
|B^(f f x) - f (x ) | < I n*^/^ w^(f I n"^/2) 
later on the question arose as the speed with lAiieh 
BgCf t x) tends to f (x)« ia answer to their question has heen 
given in different directions* One direction is that in vbich 
f(x) Is supposed to he at least twice differentiahle in a point 
X of [Opl]* Ik 1932 S.W. Toronewsloaja [49] proved that 
I 2$ t 
Ihaorta (2,5)i I«t f{,x) 1t>e Iwunded In [0*1] and suppose that 
th» second derivative t^^ix) exists at a certain point x of 
[0,1], then 
x(1-x) /. 4 
B„ (f } x) - f(x) » f (x) + 0 ( ~ ). 
2«2« ,;?tanqtt op,era,tors» 
Stancu [45] devoted his study to the approximation of a 
function f w f(x) defined on the interval [o ,1] , by means of 
the new linear positive operators ( 1-37 ) end extended to the 
Bernstein's resul ts and other approxisiation theorens on Bernstein 
opttcators • 
Ifor the sake of co]!3>leteness9 here we s ta te some resul ts of 
Stancu. 
(2*1 )t The following ident i t ies 
(2-2.1) 
M (1 , x) - 1 , 
w 
r ( t I x) « X 
A 
y ( t J x) • |~^ x(1-x) • X(x + d)\ 
I 27 I 
CitmrwxMJiof (2.2.1)! Stancu proyed tho following theorwo on 
thi$ conT«rg«ne« of the operators (1«3*7 ) which Includes theorem 
( 2*2 ) 80 special ease when a ** o» 
gheeren (2,6)i If f 8 c[o,1] and o £ a « a(n) •• o as n -• ••, 
then the sequence pi*-» (f i x) eonrerges to f (x) uniformly 
n 
on [ o , l ] . 
BBtimates of the order of Approximation (2*2.2)t 
concerning the degree of approximation of functions by the 
operators (1.3«7 ) Stancu [45] proved the following interesting 
results which generalize the known results on Bernstein operators* 
!Pheorem ( 2,7 )» If f 6 C[o,1] mA a I o, then (2•2.2) 
I f(x) - I^^\f t x)l < I w(f I YTSST ) 
n-fcin 
Iheerem (2*d)i If f 0 C |o,1|, then the following inequality 
1 f(x) - pf"^ (f , x)|i|rj!5ajw^ it I rjSSJ ) 
a * ^a4an' ^ &^-i«a^  
holdCf where W|(&) is the nodolus of continuity of f • 
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p^QX^m (2,9)1 l e t a « a(n) - O a a !!-•••• I f t i a Iwimded 
on [Ofl] and possess a second derivative at a point z of [ o , l ] , 
t l ien f 1 
. . W . . ' '^» x(1-x) ^ fi (x) 
fix) - P (f f x) « • t (ac) + - a 
a t4a 2n n 
W Ulcere 6 (x) tends to o when n tez^s to «•• 
n 
(2.3) Approximation of ftmotions by Kantorpvitch operatorst 
Since Bernstein operators are not suitable for approximation 
to aiBcontimjows ftmotions of general type. 3h order to ovwr eonie 
this diffiotilty» Kantorovitch [22] stiggested a small modification 
of Bernstein operators to maiOB i t possible to approxiiiate lebesgue 
integrable ftmotions in the L|«norm by the oodified operatorst 
%^(t I x) - (n+1) I ( / f ( t ) dt) p^ V (x) 
Icwo J t 
n+1 
where p^ ^ ^{x) i s as defined in (1.5.1) . 
Let 7 deaott the indefinite integral (see liorenti [27] ) 
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X ' 
/ f ( t ) dt» then It i s obrlouB that 
0 
and thus s^proximatlon \>y Kontorovitah oporators in Ii|*<narm ia 
in fact equivalent to the approximation by Bernstein operatore 
in By[o,1]. 
Convergence (2»3«t)i Iiorentz [26] showed in his disaertation 
that XL constitutes an approxiraation process on L) [o,1]»i»e* 
theorem (2«10)f Ibr each f Q Lj [o,t] and a-• •*! one has 
1 
II BL(f f x) - f (x) | | - / |K^(f I x) - f(x)j dx 
m 0(1 ) (n ^ • • ) • 
For exteiusion to Z?« 1 < ? < "V in fact» even dOBdnated 
convergence holds aa was shonn in 1951 "by Butzer in his thesis* 
Since then the prohlem of the rate of convergence in (2«3«1) posed 
There i s an extensive literature concerning local results connected 
with the work of de leeuw [25] $ Maier [55] $ Bitsian and Mar [17], 
imier [58], ffafi [30] and ethers* C(meeming rates of convergence, 
there i s the characterisation of the saturation c lass given hj 
t 30 t 
l&tier {55] i iKixich ne study fn the stttjseqllint eliaptdr* 
la this 8«ctlon we shall state corresponding theoreas of 
approscimation for liBheague integraible functions in the £i|««iorin by 
the poljmoBiial ^p(^ I ^) 0«3«9)« One can ohserre that the 
resijlts corresponding to Bernstein polynoasials con easily be obtained 
by the xnodified polynomials V^ p^C^  I x) as a particular case« 
vttiBn p *• o* 
Convergence (2«4«1 )t With regards to the convergence of the 
seijusnce of operators \pi^ t x) fafi [50] proved the following 
theorem vAiich generalises Zheorem ( '2*2. ) (Bernstein). 
Iheorea (2«11)i Iiet fOc) be a continuous function on 
[o, 1 •« '§]• Xbcn the relation 
Mm \pi^) • f<3c) » 
holds uniformly in this segmnt* 
netjaiitt 01 tUTi 9HW 9t mumumUpn (2.4.2)1 
Zhe following theorem shows the manner in which the operators 
\pit I z) tends to fix) which is a generalisation of Popovieiu 
reenlte (2.3), 
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(2«12)t If t im m ooAtlmioiie fuaotloii ea [ot ^ <•  f ] 
and w(5) i s th« modulus of aontinuity of f« thm 
i W ' *^  " ^^*^' -f *^ ' * 7^^ ^ * 
lEdn [50] f«rthi!r estaibllfllMid tho following thoorer fAleh 
ie a fiea«ra3Llza*loa of Theorem (2«4) end an InproTOiwit over th« 
estiiiii;© (2»4«t)» 
^@oT^. (2t1,3)s If f l50 a eoatiiittous fimotloa oa [Of t • J ] 
arid i f w^<5) i s the EDaulas of omtlnulty of f (x)» ISien 
Regarding tho aoyrptotie ibrmtila for tidLco difforentiflkblo 
functions on [o,l] roaeotuomka^m prvnA Xhoertn (2«5}* T^iAfl [50] 
established the existence of eueh an •s t i iato for th« o^mmtmm 
B^p(f ; x) which includes Theoren, (2.5) „ partieular ca»o iih«i 
p » 0. His [50] theorem reads as 
oaieorem (2 ,H) : Let f(x) be a bounded Lebesgu9 intograibl* 
function in [0,1 + ^ ] and suppose that the second deri'vmtiYV 
f (x) exists at a certain point x of [Of *( -<• 9 ] § thin 
t 32 t 
li^p(:ffx) -f(x) « x(l-x) {2(n+pj''j' / ( x ) 4- o(tt+p) 
2«5« lodified JKantogovitoh operatora l i t 
Bocently Wafl et a l . [5 l ] extended "tti© resul ts of Stancu [4-5] 
to j^ebeague Integratole fmctlopa in the I^-nonn conoeiulttg with 
ai)ispoxiMation by Kaatorovitch » type operators W^°^(f } x)* 
n 
Cc?nvergenoe (2,5«1)t With regards to convergence of the 
seqLtaence of operatoro Bj^(f $ x)f Bernstein [7] waa the f l r a t to 
prove that for each f 8 C[o,1], the seqiienc© Bj^ (f $ x) conver-
ges to f(x) tanlformly In 0[o,1] which la an iisproveiiient over 
the famous reaul t of Weleratraae [SSj • taf 1 eatabllshed the 
following analogote theorem for the operatora i^^^Cf ) z}« 
^^fiaSta (2*l5)f If f 8 C[o,1] and o <. o » a(n) - o aa n - -
then the aequenoe ^ if } x) convergea to f(x) uniformly 
on [0 ,1] , 
agtinate of the order of Approximation (2.5.2)t 
Topovlolu [39] haa proved the Zheorem (2•3) lAiich ahowa the 
mffimer in vAiich the operator ]^(f ; x) tends to f (x)« 
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1^1 [51] established an estloate of the order of approxlaa* 
tion of a function f Q C[o,1] by the operator W "^'(f i x) (1.3»10) 
K&lCh Is the best possible one* 
gheorea (2*16 )t Xiet f be a continuous Lebesgue Integrable 
function on [o,t]» and w(6) be the modulus of continuity of f, 
then 
(a) , „ , . _ 
jljj (f I x) - f(x)| < f w(f J V^HiS)' ) 
n4(xn 
where a > o* 
Renarte (l)i One observes that for a « o the inequality (2«5«1) 
of Poporlclu [39] corresponding to the Bernstein operator (1 »3*i) 
|f(x) - !L(f J x)| < I w(-ir) 
, -1/2 
m i w(n ) 
(11) If we set a « n* and use the paroperty (f) fipon 
(1 *5«2} of the iDDdolus of eontlnulty» ive obtain 
O/tt) 1 
|f (x) . I^ j (r I x) | i ^^ir—)^ 
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AsBunlng f e e [o ,1] , Wafl 9t al. [51] assdased th» dlff«rence 
| f(x) - l^"'(f I x ) | in terns of xaodulwa of continuity of fj 
with & m V/t-»ac^ \ f 
n^+oa 
1 
/ l-Hrn ? 
that i s , w<f } ( —— ) ) «• w^(f I 6) 
n+Qpi 
which i s an imgtTOYemsnl over previotxi estiaat9 (2«5«1). Ih fact 
they prove 
theorem <2»t7)i l e t f "be a contlnuouo Ichesgue integra3)le 
function on [o,1]» and i f w^(5) i s the iiDdiilns of continuity of 
f ' (x ) , then 
|f(x) - ^"'^f J x) i i | ^qSsJw^ (f i VTHi?) 
* n^-Hxn' n^-hxn' 
iftiere a > o, 
ffl")|f^ (i)t In. the special case ndien a » o (2*5«2) reduces^ 
to the inequality 
|f(x). Vf , x)| i f - i - w^ (-Jr) . 
due to £or«its [27]. 
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As.vigDtotlc formula for twiot different labia fmctioas (2«3*3)t 
Regarding the aayiqptotlc formula for twice dlfferentlable 
function on C[0|t] for Bernstein operators Toronowskaja [49] proved 
a theorem which was l a te r extended to the operators P^^J (f ; x) hy 
Stancu [45] • 
Vafl et al»[51] established the existence of such an estimate 
for the operator W^°''(f j x ) . 
Ifaeorem (2»18)i liet f(x) b© bounded lebeogue inteG3:abl© func-
tion in [o,1] and suppose that the second derivative f (x^ 
exists a t a certain point x of [o ,1] , then 
(a) 
f(x) - t (fjx) «- • f (x) • 3 
n 1+ o 2n n 
where 6^"' tends to asero i^en n tends to ••, 
(5*1 )• BTgRODtlCglOKt 3!ht phenoizisnoii of saturation ^ l e h is 
associated with inany approxii&atio& process can be considered as 
a font of a differentiation process^ and the question asked a3>otit 
saturation are analogous of (questions asked about differentiation. 
fo isake tlie claim core precise* l e t us look at an ezac^le 
instead of forsial notations and definit ions. !Ehe exaiaple to be 
considered are the Bernstein pol^omial . 
fbe si tuat ion with regard to Bernstein polynomials is as 
follows! B i s known that i f f has continuous derivative f ' 
which sa t i s f ies a Mpschits condition 
|f' (b) - f' ( a ) | i K (b-a] , o i a £ b ^ 1 
th ia 
\^{t } X) - f (x) | - 0( I ) , 
uniformly in x* 
8»othne88 of f» beeauee of the following resul t of Toronowekaja 
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m (3*1) I £et f be a contlnuoisi fimotion defined on 
[oyl]. Suppose f has a second derivative at a point x, i.e.* 
* ti 
there are constants f (x) and t (x) so that 
f(x+h) « f(x) •¥ f^(x) h -• i ^"M ^* o(h^) 
thea 
^(f I x) « f(x) -». ~ (I' x(1-x) ir"(x)} • o ( i ). 
Ihie this result It has been conjectured (see lorentz [27] ) 
that a continuous function f defined on [Ojl] can satisfy 
\ ^(f } x) -f(x)| - 0 ( 1 ) , 
unlforizOy on soioe Interval only i f f i s linear on that interval* 
Seliseuw [23] in 1959 established the validity of this conjecture 
and also determined the saturation class and proved the following 
theorems 
(5*2)t £et f be a continuous function with domain 
[o,1 j ^ and let o < , a < b £ l , She following art equival«iti 
(1) I B^(f I X) - f (x) | - 0 ( 1 ) 
QBifiNrfflly on every interior nabinterval of [afb]. 
U%i Urn 
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(11) 0& each Interior sublnterral of [a»b]» f has a 
boimded second Aerlyatlre In the following senses 
If a < o < d < b » there Is a ftmotlon h homded and 
neasmrable In [cfd] so that If 
X z 
H, (x) « / h(t) dt, hgCx) « / h, (t) dt, c 1 x <. d, 
e 0 
then f and hg differ by a linear function on [c,d]« If (l) 
holds and If SJO^ addition 
( :^(f j x) - f (x ) | - 0 ( 1 ) 
at alsioet € ^ points of [afb]» then f Is linear in [a»b], 
H&wereri the 0( ^  ) can be Inproved by using certain 
linear combinations of the ^ ( f t x) (see Butaer [13]). 
Daflnltlon (3.1.1) (The linear combination)! For f e o[o ,1] , 
Butier [13] defined the polynomials 
PL^ 'J I r ' / M^^ i ,f/ ^ 
[2k] k r[2k«^] J2}^2] (2''-1)/^'" .2'' / ^ - ' . ;^'* '^J W.2,... 
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Oii« em rtwrtt© -Wm relation (5*t«2) m' 
+ • , • • a^ Bjj(x) 
where ty indaction, explicit values can be found for the conetantB 
«i» ^^ i " "i^^)* ^^'^^ ^^^^ 
saie polynomial (3.1.3) Is lineer combination of the ordinary 
Bernstein polynomials. 
t^heorem (3.3)i If f(x) is defined on [o,1] with lf(x)| < M 
and if f(2k)^^j ^ ^ , 3 ^ , ,j,^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ 
I r Ux) -f(x)| «0(n-*). 
and aoreoTer, 
o[2k] .J. 
Id (x) - f (x) | • o(n ) as n •• •», k«1t2»«... 
n 
deXieetsr did not take into conaideration the behaTloiir 
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adaff the «nd points in Th«or«m [3*2] • Loronts [28] inproyed rxpon 
this result [3•2] as followst 
>rtm (3*4>)i Zhe Bernstein operators are sattrated witii 
order ( ^ f t ^ ) . If f e C [o,t] then 
^n 
I fix) ''\(ft x)\ <M 
2n 
i f and only i f f e Mp (1»M)» 
la 1964 Bajsanki and Bojanic"^  [2] gave a sizople proof of 
the original oonjectnre and proved the following theoremj 
Theorem (3«5)i If f i s continuous on the interval [o,1] 
and i f B^(f I x) - f(x) « 0 (n ) holds for each fixed 
X 6 (a» p)t then f i s linear flmotion on [cCf^ J (o < oc < p < 1)« 
Sheorezn (3*5) eonplenants the iiEportant results 
(Theorem (3*2)) obtained by deleetnr. 
3 .2. On pointwiae saturation theoremt 
Consider the Bernstein power series operators lOiich are 
defined for f e C [o,1] hy (1.3.5). Due to the idrnti-ty 
(1 -« ) " E ( ) x ^ - 1 , o < x < 1 
lD-0 k 
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w« 8«e that 
1 (^1 ,x) « 1 , 0 1 X < 1 ,tma a 0 I 
y t . x ) - x(1 - ^^U 0(11-2) 
Howf we state the fOlloirlng pointwlae saturation theorem 
for the Ifeyer-Eottig and Zeller operators (I^) (see SeTore [15] 
gheorem (3«6)s 3!he operators (l^) are pointwise saturated on 
[o,1] with order f — - 2 — - . ] , If t Q a [o,1] and 
'- 2n(1-x)*' J 
2^(f I x) - f (x) « o_ ( f^ ^^  ) f or o < X < 1 
** * 2n(1-xr 
then f i s linear with respect to (1, (I-*)"" ) . If g e L | [ o , 1 ] 
and l i s a l l ^ L [lL(f ,x) - f (x)] 
< g(x) < ra a i l ^ l\iffx) - f(x)], o < X < 1 
th«i 
f(x) - 0 + C^(1-xr'4. 2 / ( 1 - t r / (1-e)"^ g(s) dsdt, o<x<1. 
e 0 
MsaJ^t Zhe subscript x in the notation o indicates that 
thi e condition need only hold pointwise in x and not 
neeeesarily miforaly* 
.-1 « / / 4 ^sZ r*/4 x-2 
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I«t o ^ A < t J ^ R \f giv«n« Suaukl [47] fiotmiimmA tht 
folXowliig elajjs ^ of fmctlonB n(x)tX0 [o»3Qf u(x) «Y(:d^(x)f 
wh«re (i<x) Is twlca noatlauoiisljf dlfferentlatjlt, yaalalMs 
outsia© of ma. interval (ofP) with « < « < [ ? < !»• Auxiliary 
aoiBboxs a^  and t>^  (i « 1|2) aro ehoaen to eatisfy 
a < a , < a 2 < a < P < l 5 2 ^ ^ 1 ^** '^^ ^^ ^^  linear poaitivo 
operators and f(x) 6 C[(Xt1:jt l«t us define the linear 
functionals A^ by 
Suauki [47] asBumed that for each u(x) 6 \J t there ie 
a Ronstant K «uch that 
I J^M\ <^ II f B . 
II t I • » « Jf(x)| 
xeL«fDj 
where the oonatant X is Independent of f(x)» 
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Smuki [47] proir»a the following '^b" aattiration th«or«nt 
Tiuopm <5«T)I ^ r the lin««r positive operator I^(f|x) 
whioh have the propertieet 
(a) If f(x) is a linear funotiun on a finite interval 
[a,h] (o ^ a < h < «) , then 
I^Cfsx) m f(x), x8[ath] , 
(h) If t{x) w AJT on [ath]i then 
•y (x) 4 
I (^f85c) - f(x) » A '"•"••'"• -e- 0(-^)» mxiforrrOy over[a,b], 
where the wei^t fmotion ^^ ^ (x) SM a hotHdedi twine continuouBly, 
differentiahl© and not equal to sero on (att^)* 
(o) Sfhere exists a positive integerin(>1) eueh that 
I^ , | (t .x)2», X } - 0 ( 4 ) . mlforBly ov.r [.,1,] 
and f(x) e C[a,b}, we get 
(i) If there is a constant K such that 
I Aa<«>i i K II g II , for any g(x) e C[a,l)] 
s 44 I 
•ad , , 
(3.3.1) |2L(f|x) - f (x) | < , X e [a,!)] (n « 1»2,.-»0» 
2ii 
tben f (x) has a (!eriva.tlv« whlrh belongs to Mp^ ^ on [a,b] • 
(11) If f(x) axlats and l^ elongs to TAp^ on [a^fb^]t 
then 
I y f t x ) • f(x)j < • o ( ^ ) , 
aalfonrOy In x e [«*2»^ 23» 
(Hi) If in addition to the a(38U7i>tion of (i)« tho 
relation 
y f i x ) « f(x) « o(X) 
iiolds a*t* on [a|t'i^i]f then f(x) is linear on [a^fb^]* 
Suzuki [47] wrote this result by the notation 
L,Sat[lJ • [ f 8^ '^^^Pjg* ^ t linear funotlont \|^(x) ] 
3.4 §a^ ffi;^ a^iffll elaaf Igr lo<^ ftl a^lf^y^^to 
3usu)ci[47] considered Baskakor operators (1»5«2) whieh 
are defined In the following special form, 
m the sequsnce of real fmotions (|j^ (7) (n « ItSvUf )f 
; 45 
each ftmctlon has the following properties 
(i) <j>j.(y) can he expanded in Tayler's series in [o,«»), 
(2) (|)„(o) - U 
(5) i''^)^ ^^^ (x)^o (k « 0 ,1 ,2 , , . . ) , for x0[o , «•) 
(4) -^^hx) « n (|>^ ^^ > (x) (k « 1 ,2 . . . . ) , 
X 8 [o, «•), where C is an integer. 
We expand the function <|>_(y) In a Tayler's series with 
X e[o, «•), that is 
A (y) - Z -la (y • x ) % 
^ k«o k! 
ESjr (1) and (2) 
Ts^o k! 
For X e [o, ••) the linear operator ^(fjx) are defined by 
M (fix) - L (-1)* -a x*^  f(-r-)t (n « nz,...) 
^ k-o kl ^ 
this class of operators includes the Bernstein polynomials 
(1.3.1) for pAx) « (1 - x)"*, c — 1 , and the szasj 
operators (1.3.3) for ^Ax) m e , c « o. 
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lii 1967 Suaukl [47] gav* the foUowtng saturation claaa 
of the local aaturatlon for Baskafcor operators »r<ffx) whi^ 
satisf ies the following properties 
II I ill'f?il.ijfc K I I I ••• . 
Pnl cx+l 
B(c) 1 B(c) U1 
(3.4.1 r^ i ^"^ n-c' "b ^^^' (n-cXn-x) 
E(C) 4 -
(c) £ / x^ Pn^ Cx) dx a 0 (-^ ) (1 « 0,1), 
where /%\ 
n (l>^ '*'^ (x) , 
P„i(x) - (-1 r '-^ x^ , 
^^ 1! 
E(cj) . — --. (If c ;* 0, 1 ) , 
2e(c-1) 
and 
B(1) m B(o) « ••. 
Theorem (3.8)t For the space C[a,T)] ( o £ a < h ^ R ) , 
BaskakOT*B operator ]^(f|x) which satisf ies the properties 
(^34/) • Is saturated locally with the wei^t function 
Y ( X ) m X (l4-ex). 
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That 18 , 
L.Sat. [1^] • [f(x) e liPjjIi ft • linear functloa, 
x(1+cx) ] . 
lorentz [ 2 8 l proved the following theorem for 
saturation classes of Berastela polynonlale. 
jEfaeorem (3,9) i I»Sat# [Bj = [f(x) 6 Llpj^ § ^^ $ linear 
function, x(1-x) ] . 
Remark The whole Interval ease of Theorem (3.9) has been 
Investigated by de leeuw [25 ] . 
Suzuki [47] proved also the following saturation classes 
for Szasz operators (1.3.3). 
Theorem (3#10)i L. Sat. [S^ ^ ] « [/(x) 0 llpjjl , n-\ l ln.ar 
function, X ] . 
5»5 The Ji^-Saturation class of the Kantorovltoh operators 
As far as estimates of the degree of approximation to 
Lsbesgue integrable finctions by the polynomial l^(f) In 
Lf- norm are coneeined, rery l i t t l e Is known. A result which 
gives the degree of approxlraation to f by ^if) for a very 
special class of Lebesgue Integrable functions f i s due to 
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Hotffding [21]. Hoeffdlng'fl resul t may he stated as follows t 
IheoreM (3#11)J It f Is a liebesgue Integrable function 
on [0,1] of bounded variation on every closed sublnterval 
of (0 ,1) , then 
1 1 -
/ iK^ifpx) - f(x)j dx < ( - | - ) ^ J<f)a" 2 , 
where 
11 i 
J(f) « / x2 (Uxf I df(x) j 
Ihls resul t i s useful when J(f) < «» . 
3h 1975 Bojanic and Shlsha [9] showed that 
/ nTU-xr \K,(t,z) - f ( i ) 1 to , 
o 
oan be estlxnated in terns of L^  modulus of continuity 
1 
wj(h). . Sup / | f (x+t) - f (x) | dx. 
| t | < h ® 
Theorem (3.12)t Let f be a Lebesgus integrable function 
on [0,1 1 .. jh^ ^  for n i 2 , 
I 49 9 
i l l 2)c^  1 
o 
3h 1976 Ditzian and Jity [17] characterized the elaaa 
of fiBictlons for which 
| | K ^ ( f , . ) . f ( , ) ij^l^,^ « 0 i ~ ) , 
where o < a < b < 1 , I i P ^ * a a d o < o i | . 
l a t e r on teler ([51]t[33j) overcame some of the 
difficulty posed by the end points In an Interesting fashion 
and determined the global saturation resul t for Ii^[o,1 ] . 
Theorem (3.13)i For f Q Iu[o,1 \ and P(x) « / f ( t ) dt 
' 0 
the following two statements are equivalent i 
(1) varjj,^ ^ j(\^l(Ft.) - K . ) ) 
1 -
« / I K^(f,x) - f(x) I dx « 0( n"^), 
0 
(11) p e A c(i) and y^« f , f e s , 
X h(t) 
S « f I f(x) - k • / dt, <e(o,1),k e R and 
^ td-t) ^ 
h e B?[0, 1], h(0) m h(l) m 0 
t 50 I 
Moreover, if 
(111) •arj-^^^jCB^^^CP. . ) -?( . )) - } I y f , x ) - f ( x ) | <te 
« oCn""^), 
then f l8 constant a ,e . 
The res t r ic t ion h(o) « h(l) « o in the Theorem (3»13) Is 
jtest a nornallz&ag condition on h ( t ) . 
A (T[O, 1 ] denotes the class of rea l valued absolutely 
continuous functions on [o,1 ] , 
This resul t has given a pa r t i a l motivation to Rlemen-
schnelder to solve the lu global saturation resu l t . 
The best direct approxination theorem for these 
polynomials (1.5.8) in terms of the modulus of smoothness 
in I^[o,1 ] has been giv«i by Bems and Devore [6] as follows. 
for f 6 lL[a,b] , 1^ p < •• , we denote I t s modulus of 
continuity by w^,p(f), and i t s second order modulus of 
smoothness by W2,p(f)i which i s defined 
i 
W2 «(f |6) - sup / I f(x+t) - 2 f(x) + f ( x - t ) | dx , 
^•^ o<t<& S^ 
i^re 
t 51 t 
S. B [a+t 9 b-t ] , o < t j( (l)-a) 
2 
i e t (II. I n=1t2f, . ,) "be a sequence of positive linearope>totoTt 
on 2L[ftfb ] » and l e t 
there 
4 
0j|^(x) a x , 1 a 0» 1»2 • 
Theorem (5.14)t For any f 6 Iu[aft> ] and n «= 1 » 2 , . , , , 
II v - f lip i c {/^ \^ p lU lip 4. Wg^ pCf, /l^ ^^  ) } . 
If in addition, I^ i <^o "" ^o » *^®^ 
/ f 2/p V P 
0 is a constant depending on the intenral* 
R. B. Rienxinschneider proved the following direct estimate t 
!gheortm (J.15 )j Let f 6 I?[o,1 ] , 1 < p i " » and suppoae 
that f has the representation 
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X h(u) 
(3,5.1) f ( x ) « l c + / - — du 
fud-n) 
where f 0 (o,1) , )c i s a constant, h(o) « h(l) « o, and 
h' e L^[o,1 1 , l<p <^t or h e B7 [o,1 ] for p a l . Then 
(n+1) 1) K^  f-f llp< C { II f ' l l p * II MUx)^' t l p K 1 < P i - . 
S C f II x ( l - x ) f ' | L + fl x ( 1 - x ) f ' | U } • P - 1, 
where C >o ie a constant, 
Por p a l , this was proved by Maier [55] , but 
RlenMsnschneider gave a different derivation based on £^ier*8 
fundamental estimates for the acftlon of E: on certain log 
functions as given in the following lenana. 
1 
Lemma (3.1)t Let - « ( p - 1)/p, 1 < p < •• , 
•I 
or - a 1 for p • « . 
q 
(a) II x^/^ [ K^dmx) - Inx ] H^ - 0((n+ir ' ' ) 
(b) II (1-x)^/^ [ K^(1TI (1 - . . ) ,K) . InCl-x) ] lip - 0 ( n + i r b 
(c) II x^/^ [Pa(«,x)-g(x) 1 l l p . O ((n+l)-' ' ) . 
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©lese OEe tlie estimates for the thrw fimotion la t^  
an(l-fc) oad g(t) « Int - laO-t) , 
Ritmonschneider [40] proved tlit following fiattffatlon result < 
gheoreiD (5»16)i(a) If f e I?[o,1]» 1 i P < ••» thm f has 
the representation ( 3*Si) if and only if (n+1 )|>Cjjf-<fJp« 0(1 )» 
(b), (n+l ) II Kjjf - f ||p« o(t ) if and on2^ if f la 
couGtaat a«s« 
Bart (b) of the Sheoren (3»t6) is trivial oonscqueace of 
the F • 1 result (Sheorem (3.13)). 
She saturation class consists of al l functions f 6 £ [o, l] 
which have the representation (3«S«1)« 
(t) II V - f |l:^fa,t] -* ( 5 ) 
i2!|)llea t(1<-t} f^(t) » C In [a»b] and the existmice of a 
coiistaat C such that t(1-t) f ' ( t ) » d on [a,b] Implies 
IIV-'lt,[i>,,b,] - • < 5 > ' » * -
'^ fHili^ fl (l)* ^ VBTt (a) of Iheorem (3*16) the reverse iapli* 
cation but on shrinking intervals follcua from the direct theorens 
for t"9 t^ sad P > 1. 
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and t"9 lL[afb]t thtn for a < a^  < 1>^  < !> and any 1* 
1 ti ^ ' l i 1 It Jfi 
*5^ll^lli^[o,i]>-
(U) , For jp w 1 follovTB from tb© dlrs«»t theorem for 
f"e P. 
imeoram (3#18)| 3 t^ f 6 3i|[o»1]i f 6 A»C, [Ofb] and 
f' 6 B.T. [a»b]» thsn for a < a^  < b^  < b and any m > o* 
i V - * l t , K . b , ] ^ i <« ^'"l i [a , .b ,r l»^«B.V.[a.br 7 l l ' ^ > 
3.6« 2»p-ffft1rfftlJlon ^^ 9^  F9WM ^a^tfjjn pf]YnoTn|i^ lf. 
I& 1976 Sltsian and May [17] inTastigatad tbt rata of 
eonTarganet of 
I I V - ' I I L , [ . , . I . I ] ' « < • < • , <!., < b < i , 
w])«ra K^ f « K^(f»t)i In tarn of tha modulus of continuity 
w.Cfi ht f, [a,b3), that la 
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fh9 result of Mtsian and Itey is on Z^ y P > 1 and deals 
with WgCh) rather than w(h)» i t is of a 2n>re general nature. 
However, t^e estimates of Bojanio and Shisha [$] is glol)al and 
general question is s t i l l open in the ^obal care* 
Mtaian and May [t7] proved a saturation theorem that is 
a theorem showing that |) t^£ - ^iLfafb] •* '^C 5 »^ is the best 
rats of convergence when x(1««) £^ (x) ft 0 to. [a,b] and deteav 
Edned the class of functions for which their rate is attained. 
Theorem (3J9)t For f 8 Xp[o,1], t <^  p < •• and 
o < a < a ^ < h ^ < b < 1 
(a) II V - ' lli,[a,b] - 0< 5 > 
lipUes f "e LpKb] for y > 1 and f'^ B.r.[a,b] f b r P - t . 
3«7« Saturation theorem for combinations of a elaas of 
]h 1976 May [34] treated sequences of approximating operators 
eonstrueted by coiia>iRationfl of 'exponential type* positive operatere 
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lyaflRitioa (5«7.1)< A positive operator S^(f,t) is t>t 
exponential type i f 
S/|(f,t) « / W(/^  t tt u) f(u) «n, 
A 
where A» B may t>e j : «• and w(/i t tt u) may be a combination 
of 5 f tjnions, such that 3 (^1 f t) « 1, 
( 1^ ) 3c WC/I , t , n) a ( j ^ ) W(^  , t , u) Cu-t) 
ana P(t) i s polynomial of degree at most t«ro satlsfyiJig 
P(t) > o on (4,B). 
S^(f,t) is called regular, i f 
B 
{ W(/\ »t, u) dt « a(/^  ) » 
i^ere a( '^ ) ** 1 as ( A** ••} and a(/^ ) i s a rational fmetion 
of >^  . 
It turned out that Berni^tein polynomials, ssasz and BaslcakOT 
operators are of that type (1«?.7)* Conblnations of such operators 
(1«5*7) are used to obtain faster rate of conrergenee for smoother 
funetions* Defining 




J ^ , S/3 (d^- d^) 
c(oto) « 1» lay [34j oTDtalned the saturation theorem for 
A< a < p < Y < b < B t 
gheorea (3«20)i For regular S^(ftt), 
(o( J^)) in5)llee f^ ^^ ^ 6 ^^.(a,?) (or f^ ^^ e 0[a,T3] and 
3Pj^ (2))f « o ) , 
Ibi local saturation roBUlt for th« conSjlnatlona of B«ni8t«ln 
polynomials was silso obtainod by Mtsian and ISeiy D^]* ^ • y prored 
thre« saturation thaorcons. First saturation thoorem for a girtn 
approximation process detemdnes i t s optimal rate of convergence 
and the elass of fixictlons for vAiich this rate is achieved* 
Second saturation theorem i s for the approximation process 
l^(fp ky t ) using certain combinations of Bernstein polynomials 
and t 6 cr[o»1]« Third theorem deals with the apiroximation process 
SaCff k» t)p using cOBJbination of 8s4is operators and f 0 C|^ o,«^ » 
4*1 • ^patroduotlont 3!h« moat preciso woy of moasuring tht 
shacrpness of diroot estiioatsB is ts^ r iaT«rse theorems* An 
inverse theorem is a result which infers smoothness from the 
degree of c^ptroxisiation* 
Siq)pose A is the class of f met ions and (l^) is a 
seqtzeaoe of linear positive operators for i^ioh the vmak asya^ p-
totic h€rhaTiotor (B (k, I^)) (^ {^^) is known. Biis gives a 
direct estimates, i . e . f e A inpUes flf - 3^(f )1| « 0(^^). 
!Siis direct estimate can not be izoproved for the class A in 
the sense that i^^^) can not be replaced "by a sequence which 
tends to eero faster than (0«)« 
A more exact relation between the sBM>othness and the 
degree of apporezimation occurs whm we can show that 
|{ f - \ ( f ) | l « ^d^a) isplies f e A* fhii is an inverse 
theorem for the class A. 
Ih order to vialyse the exact relation between the smoth-
ness and the degree of approximation we need the direct and 
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inverse theoreoB for A to "be givon in ttnos of the Bovm 
sequsnco (Pri^' Iherefor«t when (B (Af 3L)) Is IOIOTOI aayng?-
tot ical ly , we must take (^jj) ^ (B (A, I^)). 
Jhverse theorems ere generally niach more difficult to 
obtain than the estlsates for the approximation of classes of 
fuactlons* £1 fact, for a given class of functions At It Is 
not necessarily true that jjf - \ ( ^ ) | « 0(B <A, 1^)) Implies 
f e A. This Is alwa5^ the case for a proper subclass of the 
saturation class* 
Par eicaoiple, let ( (^) b© the sequence of Pejer opera* 
tors and A m Lip 1, thca (B (A, d^)) /^ (h log n) . However, 
there are f met Ions in S( 5]^ ) T&lch are approximated with 
order (n log n) (in fact order (n~ )) but are not In Mp 1 • 
4*2* Jtareree theoreme for Bernstein operatorst 
Ihrerse statements, nvhlch Is the core of this cheater, 
are much more difficult to prove* A first theorem of this kind 
for Bernstein operators was given by lorents [29] • 
ShiSam (4*1 )t 2f f e C[o,1], then 
jB^jf(x) « f (x) | < M ( - i ^ a s L f 
s 60 t 
with (X « 2 implltm that f (x) tx l s t s on tlit unit Interral 
and f e I^ P2M^^  » 0[°»^] )• 
ShiB Is named as saturation theoreia for th t Bernstein 
polynomials* 
la 1972 Berene and lorenta [5] offered two inethods for 
the proof of inverse tlieoreB5s# The f i i ^ t , eleiMntary onof deals 
wiien 0 < a < 1 • SBiey suggested that Hiis loethod was applicable 
in s»re general si tuation but were not able to eictend i t to 
Values t ^ a < 2 . 
Bi 1970, DeTore |5] stated without proof that one can 
derive f 8 Mp (a + 0, 0 [o , t ] ) , e > o fsrom (4«2«1)« 
fhs eleEJffiitary approach for o < a < 1 is given in the 
following theorem* 
>rea (4.2) t If f 6 C[o,1] i s such that 
\\tix) - f (x) | < M aj^3^ (o < a < 1) 
for sdioe positive constaot ^ vfeiere 
1 
*n.x - » « ( S • ( ^^%=^)^)t th«tt f belongs 
I <1 I 
Ihm 0 < a < 2t w* hae(ti 
ThBOTmi (4.5)1 liet o < « < 2 for on t' Q 0[o,1] tha 
following statements are equivalent* 
a 
(1) |B^f(x) - tix)\ < a^ (aEllasl)? , 
» (11) f e Hp (a, 0[o,1J) , 
( l l i ) for o < a < t « f e (c, C[o,1]), 
for a a 1 I f e Sip (1 f C[o, l]) , 
for t < a < 2 8 f e c'[o,1] and f' 6 Lip (a-1, C[o,1]) 
Hotel Zilp (at C[o»1]) Is the Zygmund class of funetlons 
that satisfy the relation 
|f(x+t) - 2 fix) • f ( x - t ) | < C^ jtl'* , 
l i 1979 Becker [4-] gave an elementary proof of the Inverse 
theorem for the Bernstein operators as followit 
Tbeoren (4.4)» For f e c[o,1] and o < a £ 2, the condition 
W2(f» d) * <?(&)" la necessary and sufficient In order that for 
every n, for every x 6 [o,1] 
\lB^tix) • f ( x ) | < If I 3 L G ^ I ^ 
t (2 t 
Htrd WgCf* 6) is tht modulus of oontinuity of 8inD0ttan«as, 
and P^ l a t h e ath Btmetaln poljmomial, 
4.3« Biverge theorems for the modified Bernstein nolmowiala, 
Sitzian and Miy [17] gare a local inverse result* that i s , 
a charaoteriaation of the class of the functions for vdiich 
"by considering the modulus of continuity of f from -t^ ie ra te 
of convergence of {{ Kj^ f « ^llr fajbl ^° ze^^t 
K i s the Kantorovitch operators (1,5»8).^ 
V 
Remarkt She ahove res tilt is local* that i s on a proper Bvb^ 
I n t w r a l of [o,1] and the resul ts for [o,1] are not knoim. 
Ih 1978 Maier ([32]) prored with only s l ight modification 
the eonrejMe to Theorem (3«15) for 1 cp< ••. 
PiaoreiB (4,5)j(a)i If f 6 l?[o,^]t 1 <K - , then f has 
the repapeeentation i 3 5-1) 
If (n^l) I! Kj^ f - flip « 0(1) 
I (9 t 
(b) (n+1) II K f^ - f Bp - 0(1) tli«i f 18 coastantae. 
4 .4 . fevarea theoraM ftor coaibinatloiui of a claaa of ttcponti-
May [54] obtataed on IHTATSO theorsm for th« combination 
of a olasB of mcponeatlal oporators as fisflned In (5*7«1 )• ?or 
A < a < p < ^ < b < B the Inverse theorem Is given byi 
theorem (4,6)8 
«*> 
II S (^f, k, •) - f(.)Hc[a,b] • '^^  -^  > "^^  
0 < a < 2k ia5)li8£j 
Wgjj (f» ht (atp)) S Wi*. 
Ihere Wg^  le the 2k nodulua of continuity In [a,!)]* 
Kilfl reeult related || S^(f, k, •) - '^•^lc[a,bl *® 
smoothness in (a. p) where [a»p]c(a,l)) and [a,b] c:;(Of 1) . 
^•^* A global Inverse theorem for the combinations of Bemeteln 
Iff ilTini?ffltllr -
In. 1979 3KLtslan [16] overcame the difficulty caused by 
the singularity at o and 11 and obtained a result for the 
eoafl}lnatlea of Bernstein polynomials* 
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ifheorem (i1.,7)t For t e 0[o,1] , l^(f, J > 1 , X) givwi t y 
(5»12} and o < p < 2r the following are equivalent t 
-I 
(A) II \{U r - 1 , x) - f(x) | | « 0(n 2)^ ^ - •% 
(B) f e (C, k^^^ f 
s 
<c> ^^«^ < X < 1-hr I<^-^> "^^  4 ^ ^^^>l < ^ 
where /^ f (x ) « f (x • ^ ) «• f(x - f )• 
!Cheorem {4*8)i In !Eheorem (4«7)» A can he replaced by 
11 Bn(j,)(f,x) - f<x)|| « 0(n *"), n -* « 
where 
r- l 
sat laf lest 
(a) n • n^ j < n^ < n ^ < Kn (K independent of n ) , 
r-1 
(h) 2 |0^(n) | < C (C independent of n ) , 
l « iO "*" 
r-1 (c) I cAn) « 1 , 
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and 
(d) S C.(n) ( ~ ) - 0 , 
(p • 0, 1 # 2 , , . , , ( r -1 ) ) . 
fieiaarkt I t 1G obvloue that By (^fj r^lf x) Is a special 
ease of \ ( r ) ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^^*^ ^^(a) • C^ and n^a 2^« 
Ihe combinations (3.7.1) treated Tsgr Ea^ [54] were a3so a 
.' pscie-l case* 
3 tn 2» I 0 d S^  A W S 7 
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